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1.	 IhTtuDULTION
The convective store plays an important role
&cruse many &Lalva .D meteorology. For example,
convective storms are Important contributors to
the total energy Ludget of the global circulation
as well as auvmb.^rtIat tropical regions through
*heir
	 release	 of	 latent
	 hest, radiational
properties, and convective cluster scale up
moistluuwu dry vertical circulations they induce
(uray, 1971; Foltr and Gray, 1974). Locally, the
crnvrctive storm lies at the heart of many
weather related events that affect everyday life.
curing the spring and summer months, tornaoues,
flash floods, dcwnou•ats and severe thunderstvrms
pose	 serious	 threats	 to lite and property
throughout the United States. While the more
notorious cl such events receive Nation wide media
coverage, the greatest weather-relatea tiller :D
the United States Is lightning from the everyday
thunderstorm. That same "ordinary" thunderstorm
can reek havoc in the construction industry while
at the same time provide such needed water for
agricultural purposes.
	 In the above mentioned
local	 areas,	 more
	 pr,ci&e	 very-short- range
forecasting (often termed nowcasting (browning,
19t;:;^ is badly needed• before accurate and
preclie local torecasO ng becomes a reality, an
Improvement In our understanding of convective
storm genesis and development is required.
Understanding the forces that control the
development and evolution of deep convection is
one of no Most Important and ch •llenging problems
In me.eorology today. It remains one of the most
e:.usive problems to date even though various
srpec!.a o •
 It have been vigorously Investigated
over the past quarter century. It is generally
agreed that :he development of a convective storm
or storm array depends on the- interaction of
meteorological fl o0os ranging from the synoptic
scale cyclone down to the cloud condensation
nuclei (Lilly , )077). however, little is known
about why ^ yirticolor storm forms and dove Lope
the way It dorq, or why a convective array behaves
In a particular manner. This is especially true
for storms that fora under weak synoptic scale
forcing. Most of the available information about
convective storm development and fitenslfication
Is focused on eftner the large scale conditions
iavu"able for convective 4evelopment (Beebe and
ostes, 195-5; hider, 197,1), or the Individual
convective storm (Byers and braham, 1949;
Provning, 19t4; Newton, 1963; Faashauser, 1971,
19/b; brander, 147b). As was pointed out a decade
ago by Simpson and uennis (1974), sere is known
about synoptic scale conditions favorable for
convective development and cloud micruphyslcs than
Is known aDuut the mesoacale, which remains both
poorly measured and poorly understood. That thla
problem still exists In 1964 can be readily
verified - better understanding of mesoscale
convective pnenomenA is one of the cornerstones in
tae	 planning	 of the hational STUhiM Program
(Lipser, 19br):
"It is on the stormscale (or
"mesoscale" eo meteorologists) trot the
weatner .,f greatest significance	 1s
actually experienced.	 It is Mesoacale
phenomena which must be underst000 ...
That lack of Iniormatlod on the intermediate
scale; the interaction between convective clouds
and their mesoscale environment, has been mainly
due	 to	 a	 gap	 in meteorological observing
capability In the days prior 	 to	 the	 high
revolution geostationary satellite (PurdoM, a97b).
Prior	 to satellites, meteorologists were
fors-ed to matte Interene-as about the mesoacalt from
macrooeale	 patterns.	 However,	 significant
sdvauces In that area have been made using data
available from geostatlonary satellites. Tile
sections that follow will show how satelllte data
can be used to improve our Insight into the
mesoscale behavlor of the atmosphere. This In
turn leads to a better understanding of the
mesoscale process that lead to convective &tor=
development.
2.	 APPLICABILITY UP SATELLITE DATA
2.1. Visible and Infrar ed imagery
from the earliest days of meteorology, the
Importance of clouds In defining the state of the
atmosphere has been recognit,d. Aa pointed out In
the handbook of Meteorology section on "Clouds and
States o the Tky (SChereschewaky, 1945):
Cloud4 have been observed and
used	 for	 short-period	 weather
forecasting from time Ir mean rIal...
Clouds ire now considered essential and
accurate tools for veothe. forecasting,
Lvery	 feature	 of	 the	 air masses
(discontinuity, subsidence, InstabilitY
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sLid stabtlity, etc.) 1s reflected by the
,[tape, amount, and Structure of tot
cloudo. In--& close scrutiny of clouda
will assist the atralyaL 10 fdentffylmg
juu analyzing air masses.
From Its inception, the Importance of e h ud
Imagery to the meteorological satellite program
has been recognised (ttellog, Ivui).
	 With the
launch of	 Tlaub-1 on April 1. IVOv. cloua
imagery tram space became available.	 In the
decades	 roll owl rig	 tfit	 launch	 of	 TLtuS-I ,
siguiticant strides forward were made In synoptic
scale weather Interpretation. Thls was in large
part due to the motion global cloud observations
the satellite provided.	 As Imagery from polar
orbiting satellites helped advance our
understanding of synoptic scale phenomena, Imager)
from geostatlonary satellites 1s helping aovcuce
our understanding of mesoscale phenomens. whys
Wutte simply, prior to the geostatlonafy astell to
the sasoscale was a 'data sparse' regfou, and
meteorologists were forced to make Inferences
about	 a.L.uscale	 phenomena	 from	 sucroscale
observatiot.r. with GOLS Imagery, teaLures that
are Infrequently detected at fixed observing sites
are routinely observed.
With Gut!) data, a - reporting station' exists
every 1 km using the Information In visible data,
and every d km with Infrared data. Ina clouds and
cloud patterns In a satellite lmaae may be thought
of ac a visualization of mesoscale meteorological
pr(cesses.	 when that Imagery Is viewed
	 In
animation, the movement, orlentati.)n and
development of important mew scale features can be
observed, adding a new dimension to mesoscale
re&sonir.d. Furthermure, animation provides
observations of convective behavior at temporal
and spatial resolution& compatible with the scale
of the mechanisms responsible for triggering deep
and Intense convective storms.
2.2. Sounding data
Satellite sounding data's applicahility for
use In mesoscale time frame applications Is
currently the subject of intense investigation.
Considerable effort has been expended comparing
Individual satellite soundings wltn those from
radiosonde. For mesoscale applications, that
might not be a meaningful approach to the problem.
Inc two data seta are Inherently different - escn
has Its	 strengths	 and	 Weaknesses.	 From
rawinsondes we have 9U minuter of point
observations (as the balloon rises) w1.h high
vc-Llcal resolution, poor spatial resolution, each
9U SIUULe point observation set is taken by a
different sensor, anti sets of observaciurs are
taken at It hourly intervals (over the United
States).	 Wswell and Lemon (1979) looked In
detail at certain atmospheric parameter's
Importance in severe storm dev_lopment. The major
problem they encountered: the lack of resolution
In the operatiousl sounding data base (radiosonde
spacldg Is approximately 4uu ka at It hr
Intervals) relative to the size of the phenomena
belug predicted. From t.ULS-VAb soun6ing data we
have near Instantaneous observations through a
column In the atmosphere,	 moderate	 vertical
resoluLion, hag., spatial resolution (in the
absence of clouds), and one uniformly calibrated
sensor making all of the measurements. With GUtS-
VAS, sounding data may be taken over an area the
size of the United btates at hourly intervals.
1,.r many c.eso&Cale applications, It Is the
gradient of staospnerlc parameters and their
changes 1b time that ere Impoatart. This Is one
eras where the new observational data trom V'Ab. Su
combination witn utner data sources, should nolp
lead to a better understanding of 	 mesuscalr
atmospheric processes.
3. T" LMPukIANCL ut Ulf FkkLNT1AL "AIIW
An Interestloy, observation concerning local
trigger mechanisms for convective development is
the strong Influence exerted by differential
heatlug. The laud-ses breeze 16 a well uuderstuod
differential nesting phenomena tn&L is routinely
observed in satellite imagery.	 Another, that
surely	 would	 have	 gone	 unnoticed	 without
geostatiunary satellite imagery, Is the effect of
early	 morning	 cloud	 cover	 on	 afternoon
thunderstorm ae^alopment.	 Arc cloud lines, tut
driving force for deep convection over Itie
southeast United States In summertime, represent
Sbvther trigger mechanism due to differential
hv,tIng - produced very quir_Lly by ralrr-coolea
51:.
When using satellite Imagery for mesoscale
applications acd applyfug Image analysis coucepts
to phenomena. such as those mentioned above, and to
be addressed In the sections to follow, one must
realize what they represent. That fa, the setting
up of local convergence zones that are generated
cue to dlifereutl&l hosting. Uther p^opertles of
the atmosphere help determine the eftectivenecs of
thuse	 local	 mecr,anlsmr in their ability to
generate new deep convection.	 They	 Include
instability, large scale dynamics, and the
trajectory of the low level air with respect to
the convergence zone (amount of time an air parcel
will experience vertical motion In the local
forcing region).
SLA, LAKL AND g 1VLk SKLEZtS
Although convertive cloud development due to
terrain Influences may often be very complicated,
when vlewec; with hign-resolution visible 1;Utb
Imagery, many of the cloud patterns are easier to
understand. Tnls is because the 1 km resolution
of the imagery is close to the cr®ulus cloud
scale, and the frequent interval between pictures
allows one to observe convective development from
Its earlier: stages through maturity•
the land-sea breeze, s consequence of
differential heatir..,  between land and adjacent
water, haw been one of the most widely studied of
any terrain phenomena (haurwItz, 1947; Lstoque,
19b2; Pielke, 197J, 1Y74).	 Thuse authors polut
out a variety of factors tnat Influence the
development of the land-sea breeze.	 Among those
factors are: 1) the shape of the coact line; L)
the direction and strength of the gradient wind;
3) friction; 4) the Coriolls affect; S) the
stability of the air sass; and 6) the land and
water temperature difference. Items 4-b will not
be discussed here although oue should realize the
ap,llcab111ty of infrared data to Item b and the
potential of VAS sounding data to item 5.
Lifferent curvatures in a coast line cause
areas of convergence or dive once along the land-
sea breeze front, thus madjng to s local
streag_hening or wts ►enIng of cumulus activity
along that front- As Is pointed out by Flelke
(1974), 'Local maxima In vertical motion forms In
regions where the curvature of the coast line
,4b- .O /'
0i
accaotuates the horizontal convergence created by
the dlfferantIsI heating between land end w ter.'
Aae tlonally, a small peninsula is generally an
area of earlier strong convective development
along t-e laud-sea breeze front beuuse the
breezes formed along opposing shores merge near
the peninsula's center. Figures 1, d and 3 are
eaaaplab of early to mid-afternoon convection
associatec with the laud-sea breeze regime over
cne Florlda penloauls. Notice In those figures
the enhanced convection along the land-ses breezy
frontal zone as well ah the pronounced clearing
oil shore. Ins effect of coast line curvature 1s
most easily seen In the Gemini photograpt,
(figure 1). In that figure notice the stronger
convection In the gape Canaveral peninsula region
along Florida's east coast an well as the stronger
Inland penetration of the land-sea breeze's
convection Immediately south of the Cape. The
effect of the gradient wind's flow on the land-sea
breeze location is also apparent In figure 1.	 As
one looks north from Cape Canaveral tt.e lana-sea
breete convectiou is observed t: become
continuously closer to the east coast. This 18
because the ridge of the bermuda big!- 11th east to
west across central Florida and to Its north the
gradient wind strengthens In opposition to the
inland penetration of the east coast land-sea
breeze.
Convective development due to land and water
interfaces also occurh regularly around lakes
(Lyons, lvbb). The factors lnfauaoclng convective
development are the same as those for tre lane-sea
breeze. However, the low-level wind belt: becomes
Increasingly important ;.he smaller the lake with
which one is dealing. tig.res 2, 3 and 4 all are
good	 examples of lake eitects on summertime
convective development. Each also anowh :he
effect of the gradient wind on the development of
convection due to the lake breeze. In figure 2, a
118ht low level southerly flow helph generate a
small	 are&	 of	 clearing downwind trom Lake
ukeechobee la south central Florida. Notice In
figure 3 that a marzed clearing extends westward
from Lake Okeechobee: tnls Is Indicative of a
strong low level easterly flow. Such downwind
clearing from lakes, with enhanced convactfoa
bordering the clear region, 1h a common occurrence
that is routleely observed with GOLS Imagery.
Figure 4 shows the convective regime around the
Great	 Lakes
	
under a condition of north by
northwesterly flow. Notice the lake hreeze
convection fa close to the shore lines on the
windward sides of the lakes and has a further
Inland penetration to their lee. one might
0avielou frictional !nfluencea helping the Inland
penetration of the Lake breeze convection along
the eastern shore of Lake W cnigan as well as the
positioning of the convective line along the
eastern shore of the brute peninsula which
separates Lake Huron from Georgian bay in southern
untarfo.
While the offsets of oceans, lakes and even
citleh (Chaugnon, 197b) on convective development
have received considerable attention, relatively
little work has been done concerning the effects
of rivers and river baslas on convective
development. GOES imagery has shown that rivers
and river basloa at certain times exert a
conslderable influence on convective development.
The influerce has been most noticeable when the
low-level winds were either nearly calm (generally
less than S as ) or blowing parallel to the river
laslo.	 The effect of a river on convective
"D
Fig. 1. Gea1n1 photograph of Florida on
21. August 19b! at 1)11 GMT.
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Fig. 2. GOLS-Last 1 ka visible image,
25 June 1974 at 1730 G#I.
Fig. 3. GOES-Last 1 km visible image,
21 July 19oU at 213 13 GMT.
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Fig. 4. bummertime if )f photograph of convection
around the (.rest Lakes.
development Can be seen 1a figure 1, Mere the St.
Johns river's iufluence on convective development
can be seen as a meandering north to youth line of
clear skles in northeast tlorlda.
5.	 Tdi. LFFE(.-1 OF LAXLY MU01W., CLOUD C091.
5.1. Weak synoptic forcing
Puraom and Lurks (1974) discussed the effects
of early morning cloud cover on afte:noon
thunderstorm development under conditions of weak
synoptic scale forcing. The situation was likened
to that of the land-sea breeze, with the first
showers to"mlug in the Llear region near the
boundary of the early mornirrp cloud cover - a surt
of cloud-breeze front. Additionally, they found
the slower heating rate In the early cloudy areas
helped keep those regions free from convection for
most of the day. F1gvre S is a good example of
this phenomenon.
t1g. S.
	 GULS-bast
	 1	 ka	 visible	 lmages,
V May 1977 at 153U and 19JU GMT.
	 Gonvective
development over Alabama due to early morning
cloud cover.	 These images show the effect early
cloud cover can have on afternoon thunderstorm
development.	 Note that the early clear region in
southwest Alabama becomes filled With strong
convection during the day, while the early cloud
region over the remainder of the state evolves
Into mostly clear ski as Also notice how the
strongest activity later in the day develops In
the 'notch' of the clear region In south central
Alabama, as out eight expect from merging cloud
breeze fronts.
While the ett$Ct of early cloud cover may
most easily be thought of as a simple difltrantlal
boating mechanism, for mesoscale apple a tlons our
reasoning must extend beyond that point. Un11se
the land sea breeze tegime, the character of the
Cloud field Is constantly changing: this can
effect	 the	 development of Instability since
varying amounts of Insolatlon will lead to
differences to heating and mixing over the lane
area.
).2. Strong synoptic forcing
Early morning cloud cover can also play an
important role in helping set the stage for
Intense convection un0or conditions of strong
synoptic *"It  forcing. Furdom and Weaver (19M2)
shoved the importance of mesoacale boundary
interactions In focusing tornado activity in the
ked River Valley area on April lu, 1979. Figure 6
snows the locatioc of one of the masoscale frontal
buundarles that helped focus that activity. 	 The
most probable cause of that meso-front vas
dltfarentiol hosting due to the cloudy (stratus)
region to its east versus the clear area to Its
vest. The aechanism Which led to the development
of the meso-front, and subsequent focusing of
tornadlc activity, also played an Important rule
In the developmeut of Instability in the Warm
Yig. its. GOLS-Last 1 km visible image,
lu A.pr1l 197 y
 at 2116 (:MT.
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sector. Aa the mr soscale frontal boundary moved
eastward, mostly clear aklea developed In the warm
sectof between the boundary and the stratiform
overcast to its east. Louring that period Abilene
(Abl)	 became	 clear while 'stephenv111e (SLP)
maintained Its cloud cover. An analysis of
surface static energy (Uarkow, IV60) pointed to
strong potential instability at both Abl and bLP
(Purdom and Weaver, 19tli). however, time series
of horizontal cross sections from mesoscale
raviusonde data showed a markea decrease In tt.e
amount of negative buoyant energy at AA1 •L:d only
it slight decrease at StLP: t hese changes are
related to changes In cloud cover. Low level air,
similar In character to that near Abl ted the
tornadic	 storm	 system,	 alloviog	 intense
thunderstorms to develop.
Using a numerical boundary layer model,
hLhider and colleagues (hcNlder, et al, 1964)
examined a case In which early cloud cover played
so important role In the generation of a squall
line when synoptic scale forcing was present.
They found shading due to cloud cover to be
fundamentally important In the formation of a
local barocllnIc gone and the developmeut of low
level convergence.
Thus we see that the effect of earl) morning
cloud cover can be :omplleated indeed. It can act
to set up a baroclinic zone (or reinforce an
talsting one) through differential heating.
	 At
the same time, It can effect the local
destabilization of an sirmass: a) it skies clear
too quickly, moisture may be mixed to great depths
making the region unsuitable for supporting strong
moist convection; b) If the area remains cloudy,
thunderstorms moving into
	 the	 region
	 might
dissipate or weaken considerably due to the
negatively buoyant low level air; c) If the area
clears an hour or two prior to thunderstorms
moving into 1t, sufficient heating and mixing at
low levels may have occurred, priming the. local
air mass to support explosive convection. Use of
VAS sounding channel data should aid In the
assessment of the convective potential of such
situations for mesoscale forecasting.
ThsUNDhkSTUkM OUTFLOW
that the cold air outflow from a storti could cover
an are# larger than the storm, and that new cell
development (with an aggregate of cells making up
a thunderatorm l may occur In the vicinity of old
cells whose outflows collide.
Louring the initial decade following	 the
thunderstorm project, detallea analyses of
gasoscale systems associated with thunderstorts
snowed a sharp pressure rise accompanying the
systems arrival O ujlts, 1955, fujlta sue brow ,
I9)6). Uther phenomena noted with the passage of
such systems were a wind shift that was often
accompanied by an Increase in wi m speed, a
temperature decrease, and in	 many	 instances
rainfall. Whi.s It was generally recognized that
evaporation of precipitation was an Important
factor in the production of the higher pressure
and sharp pressure rise associated with such
systems.	 It	 was	 Fujits	 (1959)	 who first
quantitatively Investigated that production. 	 be
showed that evaporation of raindrops in the
dowhdraft was responsible for the development of a
cold dome of air beneath the thunderstorm and the
resultant mesoscale high pressure system. At the
leading edge	 of	 this	 'mesohlgh'	 was	 the
thunderstorm gust front. 	 Figures 7 and 6 from
Fujits (1955 and 1959 respectively) relate two
Important	 points	 concerning	 this phenomena.
Figure 7 Illustrates the dev e lopment of Erie
aesoscale high pressure system and show , that the
pressure surge 11-e 1s at the ledding edge of the
mesohlgh. Figure 6 Illustrates the change in
vertical temperature and moisture distribution
within the cold dome produced by subsidence after
the passage cf the thunderstorm system. This
subsidence of the cold dome 1s due to the cold
dome's greater hydrostatic pressure, which causes
It to sink sod spread outward in an attempt to
reach	 equilibrium	 with	 Its	 surrounding
environment.
It was Purdom (1973) who first pointed out
that in satellite Imagery, the leading edge of the
meso-high appears as an arc-shaped line of
convective clouds moving out from a dissipating
thunderstorm area. The arc-shoped cloud line is
6.1. Are cloud lines
A number of works have addressed the
thunderstorm and various phenomena associated with
It. Among the earliest to address the outflow
phenomena was Lopy (1641). In his book The
Philosophy of Storms, tie spoke of the outtlowiog
cool winds form storms at times being observed at
a considerable iistance from the storm. Later
humphreys (191'x; pointed out the Importance of
evaporation of raindrops in the production of the
storm's oowndraft and subsequent cold outflow.
hormaud (19J8) used thermodynamic diagrams to show
the Importance of both condensation and
evaporation in allowing the thunderstorm system to
gain kinetic energy from both Its uparaft sad
downdraft. It Is important to note that In that
paper he also pointed out the need for "work done
by outside forces" to raise a parcel to a level
where buoyancy forces alone could act to cause
upward motion. while earlier works such as those
mentioned
	
above	 were important in laying a
conceptual foundation for understanding the
thunderstorm, the first In-depth study of that
phenomena took place in Florida In 1940 and Ohio
In 1947 with the Thunderstorm Project (byers L
braham, 1949). In addressing outflow, they noted
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Fig. 7. From Fujlta 1955 illustrating the
Importance of rain-cooled air In the production of
the mesoscale high pressure system.
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fig. b. from fujits 1959 illustrating the
importan^e of subsidence within the cold dome,
after the passage of the thunderstorm system,
which leads to clearing in that region.
uoraally composed of cumulus, cumulus congsatus,
or cumulonimbus clouds. Later Purdom (1979) was
to introduce the concept of 'convective scale
interaction' due to arc cloud lines and discuss
Its role in controlling the development and
avolutlun of deep convection. This is discussed
further lu the next section.
Figure 9 is a photograph of an arc cloud line
taken from a manned spacecraft. Note the large
S	 wrf+ w ^	 w+
•	 1
ig. V. Photograph takes from a manned spacecraft
of thunderstorm activity a nd resultant clearing
within the cola dome.
circular clear region: this would be due to
subsidence within the cold dome. Figure lU shows
the characteristic appearance of arc cloud lines
In satellite imagery. Figure 11, is a mesoscals
analysis/nephanalysis in whlL;\ the arc cloud lines
in Figure lU were analysed with the aid	 of
15 minute interval satellite images.	 In this
case • interaction between the arc cloud 	 and
frontal boundary In Oklahoma produced a largt
F17.
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Fig. lU. GOF.S-East 1 km visible Image, lb May 1975 at lw u GMT.
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Fig. 11. Analysis of arc cloud lines from Fig. lU.
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klg. 12. Three panel figure shoving GutS-k.ast visible image for 152U CST',
JU July 196U (left), an analysis of the image (middle) and radar echo movements
centered on LbuU CST (right). The large thuaderstorm generated at the sea
breeze and arc cluud line merger propagated (contlnuouely regenerated) along the
moving Intersection of those two boundaries.
severe thunderstorm (at* Purdom, 1963). Figure 12
Is another exaople of an arc cloud line as
detected in :UtS Imagery. In this case
interaction of an arc cloud and sea breeze front
In Texas produced a large thunderstorm (Zehr,
1962).	 The thunderstorm generated
	 at	 that
Intersection moved to the vest, while other
thunderstorms In the area moved to the south. Two
Important points to consider when examining these
figures are: 1) the 'anomalous -
 movement of the
echo at the sea breeze/arc cloud junction - this
can be explained by continuous regeneration along
that moving intersection; and I) the arc cloud
lines shown in the satellite Image were not
detected by radar.
6.2. Convective scale interaction
hESU1S and NASA, recognizing the importance
of geostationary satellite data In understanding
convective development, have operated the GUILS
system in a special rapid interval (3 to S minute)
Imaging mode oa selected days during convective
season& since 1975. Those unique data sits have
allowed observations of convective behavior at
temporal and spatial resolution* compatible with
the scale of the physical mechanisms responsible
for triggering deep and Intense convective storms.
Movie film strip analyses of those data show that
convective scale Interaction is of primary
Importance in determining the development and
evolution of deep convection (6ohan, 19131). This
interaction manifests Itself as the merger and
intersection of thunderstorm-produced arc cloud
lines wltn other convective lines, areas and
houndarles (Purdom, 1979	 Pertinent conclusions
can be summarized as folluws:
1. Thunderstorm-produced outflow boundaries
(arc clouds) are of primary Importance in
tas formation and maintenance of strong
convaction;
2. Outflow boundaries may maintain their
Identity as arc clouds for several hours
after the convective array that produced
them has dissipated;
3. Deep convective development along an arc
cloud line is a selective process -
highly favored where two errs intersect
or where an arc moves into a coovective:y
unstable region; and
In a weakly forced	 atmosphere,
	
are
boundary	 interactions	 determine	 the
location	 of	 the	 majority	 of	 new
thunderstorms by the and of the day.
The convective scale interaction process is
fundamental in the evolution and maintenance of
deep convective activlty--until recently, it was
only observed by satellite. In fact, thunderstorm
evolution that appears ss a random process using
cooven0 oval radar Is often observed to be well
orderod when viewed In time lapse wing satellite
Imagery.
Sinr.o this earlier work of Purdom numerous
iavestigatcrs have oegun to study the effects of
outflow on new storm generation. Achtemsier
(1963; in studying the relationship between the
surtace Wind field and conver-live precipitation In
M)csjurl found,
the preferred area for new cell
development were in agreement with the
findings of Purdom ... eight of the
fourteen rain calls related to gust
fronts formed at the Intersection of
gust fronts, or at the intersection of
guar
	
fronts
	
with	 network	 scale
convergence zones.
Holle And Maier (196U) traced two outflows across
the °ACL mesonatwork and found an 11.tense
thunderstorm with a weak tornado formed at their
Intersection.	 Droegemeier and Wilhelmson (1963)
are currently wing the JU cloud model to study
the convective scale interaction phenomena.
Figure 13 is to adaptation fr,im Uro pgemeier and
Yilnelmson (1963), and shows their results using a
three dimensional numerical cloud model to study
tnunderstorm outflow collision with a convective
cloud line. In that simulation they found a deep
convective cloud with maximum vertical motions on
the order of 19 m&' l developed where the outflow
interacted with the couvective cloud line. They
noted that such convective scale interaction was
not observed in the simulation where the outflow
moved	 into clear regions.	 Convective scale
Interaction has also recently been observed by
Wilson (19t34) using Doppler rad a r data to
Investigate new thunderstorm generation At the
collision of two thunderstorm outtlows.
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Fla.	 17.	 Adaptation of numerical modelling
results Of Lhunderatora outflow collision with a
convective
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Fig. 14. Distribution of coovective generation
mechanisms due to arc cloudlines (merger and
Intersection) and other mechanisms (local
forcing).
b.J. Convective rainfall ur.der weak synoptic
scale forcing
Using GOLS satellite imagery, Purdom and
Marcus (19b2) classified convective development
over the southeast United States. Their results,
Figure 14, show that when the moat Intense
convection has developed, the dominant generation
mechanism is convective scale Interaction. The
results of Purdom and Marcus have been extended to
Include rainfall over the southeast during the
study period. Figure 15 shows the cumulative
amount of rainfall (nurmalized) by hour for all
hourly rainfall recording stations in the study
area: notice the dominance of arc generated
rainfall. Uurlug the study period no mesoscale
convective complexes (Maddox, 196u) saved through
the study area.
6.4. The structure of arc cloud :1oes
The character of arc cloud lines has been the
subject of direct aircraft measurements (Sinclair
L Yurdom, 1982, 1944). The purpose of those
flights was to gain knowledge concerning the
dynamic and thermudynamic characteristics of arc
cloud lines as they relate to future convective
development (including tornadlc storm :ormation).
Flights were made in the subcloud layer above the
density surge line, USL (Sinclair 4. Purdom 1982),
as well as through the USL (Sinclair h Purdom,
19d4). kesults from the aircraft observatlocs,
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Fig. 15•	 Rainfall distributed by mechanism for
tee study period to Fig. 14.
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shown schematically to figure lb, point to the
importance of arc cloud lines In the pr .duct 100 of
both vorticity and convergence. fu•rhereore. It
was found that the lateral extent of the vertical
motion field along the arc compared to that of the
cloud scale ludicates that the malu delving force
for initial cloud development along the arc line
is	 controlled	 by	 thua.aersto .	 outflow(s)
Interacting with the convecrively unstable sit of
the environment. Ina ludlvidu&l cumulus cloud
scale motions along the art line can than be
visualized an being superJmpoeed on thla somewhat
larger scale, in.ftlatiog process.
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Fig. lo. Schematic illustration of arc cloud line
features ai detived from aircraft penetrations.
Arc cloud lines and their associated uSL
regiou can pose extreme hatards to	 aircraft
operations.
	 One of several critical situations
mJ&nt Involve an arc cloud line approaching the
and
	 of	 an	 airport runway with its parent
thunderstorm 15 to 2U km away. An aircraft in a
landing pattern might circumnavigate the
thunderstorm and then descend through the top of
the DSL. if the outflow is strong, a tailw1no of
2U to 3U m/s or greater might suddenly be
encountered. Depending on aircraft speed prior to
Its descent, the loss of relative flow across the
vin& In the DSL might cause trltical slnk rates
which could lead to an aircraft accident. Unit
anould be aware that arc cloud line Interactions
were In part responsible for the aircraft accident
that claimed 153 ),Ives In Now urleans. Louisiana
on July 9, 1982 (Caracens, at al, 19b3).
7. MESOSLALL CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS
7.1. Squall line development
Generally, organized convergence lines that
trigger strong convection (such as fronts, dry
lines er pre-frontal convective lines) are
detectable in satellite imagery prior to deep
convective development along them (Yurdom, 197b).
An example of s frontal system that develops into
a severe squall line is show in figure 17. Larly
•quell line developments of this type are
routinely detected in GUNS imagery prior to deep
convective development on them and their being
detected by radar. In thI p case a Pacific front
which extended from eastern South Dakota and
hebraska into central Kansas developed into a line
of severe thunderstorms as it moved into tdrinesots
and Iowa later in the day• hear the time of the
latest image anowti In figure 17, large hall and
funnel clouds were reported In South Dakota, a
tornado Injured six people to Minnesota, and a
weak tornado was reported In Iowa. Later In the
evening, six people Were injured and one vas
killed by tornado activity In Minnesota, severe
winds were reported In lows, and the thunderstorms
In re,.ttal lcanass had numerous funnel reports, one
conJirmed tornado and several reports of hall.
7.2. Mesoecale convective complexes
While squall lines generally fore under
conditions of moderate to strong synoptic scale
forcing, a different type of highly organized
resoscals convective system othlct. forms under
conditions of weak synoptic r" le forcing has been
cec ,ii-itly documented by Maddox (198u). 	 Tula
Important class of spring and summertime
convective weather system, which occurs most often
ove • the central United btates during the late
evening and nighttime hours has been &Ivan the
name Meswecals Convective Complex (MLL). The
MLC's appear to be a convectively driven weather
system - theii dynamics are not well understood
although they appear to have many characteristics
similar to those of tropical convective systems.
ML's have been observed to Interact with and
modify the larger scale environment In which they
are embedded. by influencing the larger scale
s mJronmeut they affect downstream weather long
after their demise.
As with arc cloud lines, MCC's were not
recognized prior to observations afforded by CUES.
Iaole 1, from Maddox (196u) describes the physical
characteristics of an MCC based on satellite
Infrared imagery analysis. figure 18 shows the
characteristic appearance of an MCC In satellite
Iable 1. Mesoacalc W ovective Complex (MCC)
(based upon analyseu of enhanced Ik satellite
Imagery)
Yhyslcal characteristize
blze: A - Cloud shield with continuously
low lk tem perature < -32 C
must have an area > lUU,000 km
b	 Interior cold cloud region with
temperature < -52 C must have
an area > 567uuu km
Initiate: Size definitions A and	 b are first
satisfied
Duration: Size definitions A and b must be
met for a period > b h
Maximum Contiguous cold cloud shield
extent: (Ix temperature < -32 C)
reaches maximum line
Shape: Eccentricity (minot	 axJs/major
axis) > U.7 at	 time of	 maklaum
extent
Terminate: Size definitions A and b do longer
satisfied
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Fig. 17. GULS-kJst 1 ka visible images, 14 June 197b at 19UU GMI, 2 000 GMT,
YLUU GMT and 23VU l:117; a typical example of squall line development.
imagery. It should be nosed that MCC's produce
much of the beneficial rainfall that occurs over
the central plains of the U.5. however, they are
also noted to be proliflc producers of severe
weather. In fact, Maddox (lVdU) shows that fir
the 4J MCC's that occurred In the 1978 convective
season there were 17 cases with flooding and/or
heavy rain, 17 cases with tornadoes, 21 cases with
sevare wind, 22 cases with hall - only b of the
43 cases had no severe weather reported.
Twenty five deaths and over 135 Injuries were
attributed to the weather associated with 9 of the
severe MLX's.
Fig. ln. GULD-least enhanced Infrared Image of a
typical mesoscale convective complex over the
central United States on 22 June 1981 at 15OU GMT.
b•	 ISULATIUN OF JEVEiLE CUNVLCTIVL STuKMS Ubihl.
VISIBLE IMAGERY
8.1. Squall line boundary Interaction
As shown fu the previous section, organized
convergence lines that trigger strong convection
(dry lines, front*, etc.) ere detectable in GULS
Imagery prior to deep convection forming on them.
,Under proper dynamic forcing when the
thunderstorms that Corm along such lines Interact
with other boundarles severe 	 stormb	 develop
(stiller, 1972). For example, on may b, 1Y75,
strong tornado activity that began in n(rthesst
Nebraska developed southeastward Into the Umaha
area along a squall line and	 warm	 frontal
Intersection.	 Figure l y shows how these features
as identilled In satellite imagery could 	 be
tracked during the outbreak. The developing
squall line appeared as an organised line of
convective clouds along a surface windshift line
separating moiat and dry air. The warm frontal
boundary appeared as another organized line of
convection separating warm moist air emoedded in
southerly flow from slightly cooler and drier air
10 southeasterly to easterly flow.	 Uther clues
helpful In the precise location of the warm
frontal boundary may be found by inspecting the
change In cloud type across It (cumulus versus
stratus), as well as through cloud track winds.
8.2. The Importance 1)f prior convective
activity in severe storm development
Arc clouds and	 their	 convictive	 scale
Interactions are a natural part of the convective
cloud genesis and evolution process. 	 They occur
anywhere and, because of the strong vortlelty and
convergence that they produce, are often
associated with severe thunderstorm development.
An extreme example was the severe storm associated
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Fig. IV. live panel figure showing GOES imagery
tot a May 1 y 7^. the day of the Omaha tornado,
l.t,OO GII huge (upper left), 2100 (Al image (upper
right). M analysis of Significant features which
were derived by comolning information from the
Surface observations and cloud patterns Shown in
the GOES imagery are presented immediately below
their respective	 GOES	 images.	 Note	 the
relationship, shown in the final panel, relating
tornado locations to the path of mrrging between
the Squall line and van frontal boundary. For
more fnlormatIon see the text.
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witA t M [lost dlatrueCIVO tornado to llyeming
hletory (tarter a Ylckey, ltlgu). figure 2u is a
satellite vier of the mesoscale coniective
emvlrunment prior to the Chicago tornadoes of June
11, 1b7b. Toroadic activity began shortly after
the west to east oriented arc r- A line mouth of
Lake Mlchlgan moved north and Interacted with the
storm over the Chicago areal	 Recent modeling
efforts (klmp • Rotuono, I VOJ) syppurt these
observations from satellite	 imagery	 oa	 the
Importance	 of	 arc cloud lines (outflow) !n
producing toruadoeS:
We emphasize	 that	 vlthln	 the
slmulatiou, large positive vorticity
does not first develop at midlcvels and
thoo dercend Within the storm to tbm
ground; rather, strong vertical
vorticlty is generated at low levels In
response to the Increased convergence.
%rc el" lines are not the only Satellite
lnotrator of previous convection. Figure 21 is a
good example o f how satellite Imagery may be used
to identity a transition gone between an unstable
alrmass and a note sta ! • le mesoacsle	 alrmase
generated by sailler thunderstorm activity. In
that figure, note the cweulus cloudiness at A and
the wave cloud dominated air at b. sots are low-
level cloud features. In this particular case the
wave dominatec air tied been stabilized by early
moralad thunderstorms In the arms. The low-level
air ass boundary that existed between these waves
and cumulus streets was Inetrlaental In the
development of tormadlc storms upon loterectlon
with a cold frontal gcos
ins importance of prior convection In setting
the stage for tornadic stn n artivlty was vivldly
Of	 - ^sw► 	 v
l	
'I, of,"t^fi^rrf^
ly	 as
Fla. 2ua.
	 GOLS-East 1	 A	 visible	 Image,
1$ June 1970 at 2245 GMT.
demonstrated by a storm system that moved through
the southeastern United States on harch 26, eve.
(Furooa, IV6 4.). Thunderstorm activity that had
moved through the area during the early morning
hours produced a well-defined outflow boundary
which ektendeo westward from South 4aroll" across
4eorgla ad Coto Alab&%a.
	 This boundaty moved
slowly	 northeastward during the day, said by
J:JU Fn lsl, was evident In satellite Imagery as a
11ae of organised	 cumulus	 c'rogestu*
	 clouds
extending	 across	 booth Corollna
	 ln'.o
worth t.arollma, figure 2A.
	
The large storm to
northeast 4aorgla lies at the junctlun of the
convergence boundary and s ouosynoptic low. 	 That
storm developed into a large super cell which
tracked east-o'3rtheast along the boundary
producing Twat of the Intense Itillsr tornado
activity. Figure is ;sae also Figure 25).
It Is Interesting to note that for both
March 27th and Lath strong synoptic scale forcing
met the stage for severe storm
	 development.
However, the major beteorological differente
between the 'nth, (s long track tornadic super
call producing killer tornadoes) and the 27th
(numerous reports of severe activity but no major
tornadoes) was the existence of a well organized
:ow level convergence boundary and nesolow to help
support the super cell's growth and development.
b.3. Vertical wlod shear
It Is well known that vertical wind shear
pAays an important rule In determining the
character of storms that evolve in a mesoscale
environment (nevtot., lVb3). Furthermort. recent
oumeri u l clouts modeling studies have auowu the
Importance o f
 vertical wind shear In the formation
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^chicalto
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:llinols	 Indiana
Fla. tub.	 Analysis of significant features ana
cloud patterns from Fig. 2Us.
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	 Got$-East 1	 its	 vi at bit	 image,
2 May lV7V at 2UJU GMT.
Flg. 21b.
	 Analymis of significant features and
Cloud patterns frog
 Fig. 21a.
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Fig. eta.	 GOES -Last 1	 am	 visible	 Image,
2a MaTcn 1964 at 2UJU GMT: cote the boundary.
of rotatior to growing thunderstorms (Klamp and
Milhelmson, 1976; blecrmao, 1 4d 61). Nowever, a
severe story environment is one in which both the
dyuaalc and thermodynaalc characteristics of the
atmosphere are changing on mesoscsle space and
time domain&.	 Determination of vertical wins:
shear in regions of growing cumulus clouds using
rapid scan satellite Imagery is a feasible method
of studying mesoscale variations in that parsaister
over large areas.
After thunaerstormr have developed, animation
of the imagery may be done relative to th.
thunderstorm. In such cases, the flows et
ditterent levels with ruspect to the storm may be
inspectai. Such a study was undo Ttaken for the
storm whicr,
 croduced the Wichita Falls torwdo on
Apr11 IU,	 (Furdom, at al, 1964).	 A GOLS-
Last view	 storm at o:15 PM CST Is shown in
!'.,are '?'
	
a:.ij with the relative flow derived
ir•as 3 t'w.te interval t,ULS-Laet data at low,
midela ..,d high levels with respect to the A chits
Falls storm.	 Figure 25, similar to figure 24,
shows
	 the	 storm	 relative	 flow	 for	 the
JO March 1904 super cell storm discussed in the
ptevious section. It is interesting to note how
closely those relative flows compare to that
proposed by browd ing (19o4) got severe storms
vhf^h travel to the rigt,' of the wiud, and storm
relative proxlalty so,.oding•	 (Ifaddua,	 197o).
being able to dla,%noss storm relative flow has
lmportant implications for defining mesoscale
regions that are favorable for the productfou of
rotating storms and severe weather.
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	Fig. dib.	 Analysis of significant features ani
cloud patterns from Flg. Ila.
North Carolina
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South Carolina	 from tornadoes
F1g. d7. Pat79 of NUIKr cell which produced
alaulfi a nt tornadoes, slid deaths associated with
those tornadoes for 20 March 19a4.
6.4. overshooting tops
Overshooting thunderstorm tops as detected in
satellite visible imagery, and how they relate to
severe weather, continues to be an area of active
Investigation. Carly work In this area was done
by eearl (197 ) and Fulita, at al, (1970) In which
photographs of overshooting tops taken from 1"41ar
Jets %core correlated with overshooting tops as
detected In satellite Imagery and severe weather.
Y►arl's study used ATb data, while Fullte't study
rig. 24a.	 GOLS-Last 1	 ►a	 visible	 Image,
11 April 1979 at UU15 GMT.
Fig• 24b.	 Analysis of cloud relative flow and
significant Immures for the image in Fig. 24a.
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it
10
6811 cha blgher 170501111tfod data available from
sns (4PULbi	 Yaaslar (19sI) has found sLwllar
ruulta cor slating severe events with
t,vsrmrtooting tops, using stereo measurements of
cloud top characterist ics obtained by combining
GUr.. -Last and GULS-west data.
Uvelr ghoottog to,s are gererally 866ociecf-d
with updraft regions that peoetra ► : wall above the
equllltrium le+e: as defined by the top portion of
the	 spreading	 thunderstttt	 anvil.	 While
overshooting tops at , - Often	 associated	 with
Intense	 convection,	 Caere	 is	 Otte	 eegious
limitation in uslag them as storm	 Intensity
Ial csto g e g they are Only detectable for a few
hours In the early moraing or late afternoon when
Lae sun Is low enough on the hort goo for the tops
to cast shadows oo the underlying anvil.
INy xAful) l%AuLKY
Y.I. lnhaneing Infrared imag ery
As Subjective Incarpretation of remotely
&eased data takes on lactessing Importance In
ouwcastlag, the question of how to prevent that
d4La for use by a fortca•ter becomes significant.
Late from a single sensor of comtinatiou of
sensors	 oust be preseoted au that Important
features are readily detectable, while at the same
time leaving other features in a resolvaLle	 orm.
r •ULS infrared data provides Information of rather
coarse	 spatial	 resolution,	 high	 thermal
resolutloo, and of a temporal resolution that May
range ftum 3 minute Intervals to the normal
3U minute Intervals. When GULS Infrared data are
expanded for oispl-qy over Gress comparable to
those covered by a 1 ILL visible resolutiou image,
or the area covered by a radar, they appear blocky
(figure 1b). Depending on the type trermal
anhancement curve that is used. the data my
appear as discontinuous, with several degrees of a
temperature range lumped Into the same gray n cud*.
•a In figure 16. both blocklness and Improper
ewiancement detract from using the GULS Infrared
data for mesoscale applicatious. In such Images,
cite regular-shaped rectaL41cm and poor enhancement
Guy actually draw attention away from the
Information In the Iraq :. Thle Is true for both
single picture nesaanalymls and for viewing the
Imagery In animation. With those C,ougiis in mind
Purdom and Yonder Haar (1963; developed a product
to (1) deb.lock the data while improving Its
spatial resolution, and (1) present temperature
values in a coutinuous, easily discernibls form
through selective color
	 enhancement	 of	 the
Infrared data.
	
The deblocking of the infrared
data effectively cootoure the imagery at l.0 t;
latervals. When color anhancement is Lived with
the deblocked Image, the resultant Image (final
product) appears with distinct, but continuous,
1.0 G interval oha(;es of color. Examples of the
flDail product are shown in Figures 17 (same store.
as FISL-re 26), 28, and 32. Note in those figures
that the improved Infrared Image appears as one
atght expect a cloud features to appear, smooth
aitd continuous - not L,loc&y.
9.2. Combining infrared 1mapery and radar War
data
For	 almost the past forty years, radar
reflectivity has been the norm for remotely
assenting a thuatterstorm' n intensity, while GOLS
Infrarso deca's use In that area hoc yet co span a
decade. Mow do the two data gets relate In the
ergo of storm intensity assessment? both
satellite and radar data have Important roles to
play is that atu. Satellite data prnvlde
Information on cloud tap mean vertical growth
rates, cloud top temperature and anvil expans,ion
g ates to help *05.69 •corm Intensity, wn11:
conventional radar data provide Information about
rellectivlty and volumetric echo properties and
their changes In tikes.
The utility of satellite and radar data in
thunderstorm analysis has been the subject of
limited investigation . Negri and Adler (lVbl)
found that the location of satellite defined
thunderstorms coincided with wader echo locations
and that radar refleetfvt:y correlated with
satellite based estimates of Intensity. Similar
result* were found cooceruing satellite defined
thunderstorm tope and these defined by radar oy
Purdom, Green sod Pxraer (lbol). and Green and
Parker (1Vb1).
The question of how to present the two
prOdLZts to a user for aeececale applications
continuer+
	 to	 be	 an	 Interesting	 area for
Investigation.	 ksynolds	 and
	 Smith	 (197Y)
demonstrated the concept of a composite radar and
sataIJitu display to study savers storm
development and convective tainiell. Green and
Parker (IYdJ) used the Improved Frodact described
In the previous section to develop a composite
satellite fafrared/dopplar radar image foe the
purpose of evaluating radar echo changes In time
as they relate to infrared cloud top behavior.
That such an effort 141 not a trivial problem can
be assn by inspection of figure 27. Notice how
the strong echo return at upper levels for the
164 bill scan matches the Infrared cold top region,
valle for the 15b klil scan It does not.
	 This 1s
walnly because of the vertical structure of the
radar echo.	 Since vertical wind shear varies
considerably from one type meteorological
thunderstorm regime to another. that information
should be taken Into account when satellite and
radar data are combined. Furthermore it is better
to combine information concerning the vertical
structure of the radar echo with cloud top
Into:-matlon than to ube radar information from
only a single level.
Figure to, Is a 1 end 15 km radar GAPPI scan
(green and brown) mapped as a transparency on a
satellite intrared cloud top temperature field.
Notice how the 1 C Isotherm contours can be
followed through Lire echo. This case has been
Studied using J minute taterval Improved GULS
Infrared oats and 4 minute Interval LAPP1 scan
data at elevations from 1 ka to 17 km (tujita,
19b1;	 Green	 L	 Parer,	 1963).	 Among the
interesting findings from those scudleb were:
1) When storm y
 are forming In a line, vlth one
storm downwind from another, the downwind
storms cloud top temperature may appear warmer
than it should due to wake cirrus masking.
Furthermore, to be able to accurately follow
the ev-)lutlon of theme tops and to ob&erve this
".king requires satellite imagery at a
frequency near 3 mfdvtes.
2) Ti.e coldest satellite cloud Lop temperature In
An anvil nay not necossarlly overlie the low
level core of highest radar
	
reflectivity.
There
	 may	 be Information in this offset
ct.acerning storm &everlty.
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Fig. 33. GOES-East 6 . 7 is
	 vapor Image and	Fig. 25.
	 GOES-East 1 km visible Image,
Alton relative flow, 28 March 1984 at 2345 GMT.
	 28 Match 1984 at 2145 GhT shoving atone relative(out of sequence)
	 flow at low (L), mid (M) and high (H) levels as
well as -46 C Isotherm divergence within anvil.
Fig. 26a• Normal GOES-IR Image with common black
	
Fig. lob.
	 Store to Fig. 26a, but with color
and white temperature enhancement (curve Mb).
	
temperature enhancement.
Fig. 27a.
	 Improved Infrared product with 1 G
	 Fig. 27b. kHI seen at 158 for storm In Fig. 27aIsotherm contours for storm in Fig. 26•
a^
R
Fig. 27c. kHI scan at 164 for storm
	 rig. Z8.
	 Satellite and radar composite for
In Fig. 27a.
	 23U3 GMT, 2 May 1979, (1 km and 15 km cAFFl).
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3) In measuring cloud top jrowth characteristics
using satellite Infrared data, one must be
aware that citrus masking may make results less
accurate tar certain atoms. Furthermore, one
can us+ L11NY1 displays to help insure that the
correct infrared anvil area 101 being matched
with the correct echo.
4) The horseshoe cold ridge, or "V notch" observed
Iu satellite Infrared imagery Is an Indicator
Of intense local convection. Storms whose
anvils exhibit that characteristic should be
closely monitored for severe weather.
At the time cf the image in Figure ' b, echoes A
and b had merged at low levels while echo C was
developing rapidly. The Lahoma tornado (F4
Intensity) had dust ended in echo A and the
Mauaoais down burst was about to begin, while the
Orients	 tornado (F4 Intensity) was about tj
dissipate In echo A.
Figures 31 and 32 are from that study. Inspection
of :he vfsfbls Imagery (figure 31) reveals two
overshooting tops In the thunderstorm complex In
southwestern Uklahoma . Also not* that In the
Infrared data (figure 39), the region& identified
as overshooting tops each has an associated cold
top. At this image time the minimum temperature
observed (same for both tops) was -bY C, while the
trupopause temperature was estimated at -02 C. An
Iot*renting feature anted in the character of the
overshooting tops Is a displacement between the
pos:tion of the overshooting top on visible
Imagery versus the location of the cold top on
Infrared. In nearly every come the cold top was
found to be slightly upwind from :he overshooting
top.
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9.3. Glues in Infrared imagery for severe
Atom	 en	 c	 o
Since the earliest days of geoitatiouary
meteorological satellites, measurements of a
variety of cloud top prorertien have been made in
attempts to diagnose storm severity. Using ATS
imagery, Sikdar, at al, (197u) and Purdom (loll)
related thunderstorm anvil growth rates to the
occurrence of severe weather.
	 Those results
shoved	 promise, however, further developments
&waited the arrival of GO''.S and Its mot*
qu:ntiflati c Infrared date. Waing GULS infrared
rapid scan data, Adler and Fenn (1977, 1979)
correlated the areal expanslon rate of isotherm ►
colder than the tropopeuse for severe
	 storm
occurrence. Figure 29, from Adler and Fenn
(1Y17), indicates the rapidly growing nature of a
severe storm at M.11e n City, MT that produced winds
of over dU knnLa and 2-Inch hail. Along a similar
vein, Pryor (IY76) performed a detailed study
using rapid scan GULS lnliared data to compare
severe events with cloud top temperatures Which
were colder than the *nviroamental tropopeuse
temperature. In that study. Pryot found only
those thunderstorms with GOES Infrared cloud top
temperatures colder than the tropopause produced
&ever♦ weather. In a slsilar study, keynolds
(IY7Y) found a positive relationship between the
occurrence of hail and infrared tops colder than
the tropopeuse.
Fujita (197b) discussed characteristics of
anvil tops of severe sto.c± based on the pattern
of equivalent black body temperature as shown In
enhanced GULS infrared imagery. The signature
appears as a cold "V" shape In the anvil top, with
marked downstream warming from the center of the
"V Figure 3U, from Fujita, (1961), shows a
detailed analysis of GOES Infrared data for the
storm that produced the Grand Island, bb tornad)es
- note the cold "V' ("horseenoe ridge"), the
Intense overshooting cold tops, an4 the downstream
warm region ("wake - ). This type anvil signature
has also been documented by Reynolds (1979) for
severe hull storms. Using operational GULS data,
McCann (1961) has shown a good correspondence
between the enhanced "V" notch signature and
severe weather.
Weaver and Purdom
	 (lYbJ)	 performed	 an
r xtenslve	 case study analysis of an intense
tornadic storm outbreak using 3 minute interval
Guts
	 visible	 and ennanced Infrared Imagery.
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Fig. 29. Temporal variation of the number of
pixels	 enciosed	 by	 the given Isotherm for
temperatures	 colder	 than	 the	 environmental
tropopeuae for lb July 197b.
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Trio overshooting top region associated with
storm A had been evident on satellite Imagery even
before the storm moved Into Oklehosu. The top
from storm Y appeared at 2114 GKI and immediately
began moving oortnward While the other top moved
northeast. Tne two tops merged at roughly
2213 GhI, approximately Ju n inuteb attar the lower
portlons of the twu were observed to large by
radar. Satellite data show an updraft
lntenalflcatlon (l.e., a 1 L decrease in cold top
t ®pasture) following the storm top merger. This
temporary In[enaltic&Lion Would have increased the
pre-exlsting vorticity associated with the updraft
through stretching. It vas shortly attar the
overshooting top merger that toroadic activity
began from these storms. Downwind from storm tops
A and b Is a well defined varming With a cold "V"
surrounding the warm wake. Such a signature Is
also evident with the storm In the upper part of
the picture (in the rest Central Texas panhandle):
that store also produced tornadlC activity. While
the "V" notch signature is a good positive
Indicator of severe storm activity It Is not
always present wnen tornadic sto na are In being -
such was the case for nuch of :he early tornadic
storm sc:lvlty for the March Ili, 1984 outbreak
previously discussed.
lu. SATli.LITE b0UNL1IK. LiFuLKAT1UN FOIL hLbU$LALk
CUNVECTIVE APPLICATIONS
Sounding Informatioo from GOES/VAS can detect
small a  significant temporal variations in
atmospheric temperature and moisture (Smith, at
al, lVbl). The sounder on GGES/VAS has seven CO
channels, three water vapor channels and two
window channels; Instrument characteristics that
relate to vertical resolution are shown in Tablet
from Zehr and Green (lYb4).
GUES/VAS can be operated In one of three
muds$: 1) a normal V1SSk mode an with GULS; b) a
dwell sounding mode Which uses all :c most of the
sounder channels; and c) a multispectral imaging
mode	 in	 which VISSk data plus one or two
additional VAb Channels are sampled. It should be
realized that the three possible moos& of
operation are not independent; when the satellite
is operated In one mode date from the other sodas
are not available.	 Uata from the various VAS
channels may be viewed Individually or combined to
produce	 mesoacale	 sounding&.	 both	 have
applicability	 for	 meeoscole	 convective
applications.
lU.l. hasoscals moisture information
The moisture structure of the atmosphere,
both In the horizontal acid vertical, has long beau
xnown	 to	 be	 an Important factor iu storm
development (Uuswell 4 Lemon, 1971): significant
variance exists within the mesoacale range below
luu to 2uu as. Using sounding Information from
polar orbiting satellites, hJllger and Vonder "at
(197V,	 1961)	 vets able to extract moisture
intonation at a such finer resolution than we
available using conventional date sources.
Although GOES-VAS Is still In the evaluation phase
(the system will become operational in mid-198b)
simll.r results concerning mesoacale moisture
distribution nave been demonstrated (Smith, at al,
IYOl; Petersen and hostak, 1901).
There are three Water vapor channels on t,OES-
VAS, table 2. The energy received In each of
those channels is a function of the amount of
water vapor, Its distribution and temperature
within a portion of a column in the atmosphere, as
well as surface effects (except b.1 m) and cloud
effects. Except where there !s significant low
level Water vapor, the lutormation in the 12.7 m
band is similar to the 11.2 a window. because of
that, an interesting product may be derived from
the difference In energy between [rose two banal
(11.7 m and 11.2 s). Th product, termed 'bpllt
window" Is designed to depict low level water
vapor. According to Chatters, at al (1901)
Table 2. WAS instrument Characteristics
VAS Instrument Characteristics
Weighting Function
Spectral Central Absorbing Peak Level' Representative Surface or Cloud
Channe l Waveler*th (us) Constituent (mb) Thickness (eb) Emisalon Effect
1 14.7 CO2 40 150-10 usually none
2 14.5 CO2 70 200-30 nothing below SOOmb
3 14.2 CO2 300 500-10 nothing below 600mb
4 14.0 CO2 450 g00-300 weak
5 13.3 CO2 950 SFC-500 moderate
6 4.5 CO2 $50 SFC-500 moderate
7 12.7 820 surface SFC-700 strung
8 11.2 Window surfs-* --- strong
9 7.2 H2O 600 g00-400 weak at sfc
10 6.7 820 450 700-250 nothing at efc
11 4.4 CO2 Soo 600-100 weak
12 3.9 window surface --- strong
cJ
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	The	 VAS	 split	 window clearly
dlffereotiates those areas Io which
wster vapor extends over a deep layer
And is more able to support convective
Cella from those araa$ in which the
water vapor Is confined to a shallow
layer and Is therefore less able to
support convection.
Tn1A type product is very useful over land during
the afternoon when there will be a large
difference in the signal between the split window
cla nnels. however, In the evening when the land
temperature has cooled (or over the ocean) the
signal differential Is small and a meaningful
product is difficult to derive.
The 6.7 m channel data (Figure 34b) depict
regions of middle level moisture and clouds.
Distinct patterns of more moist and cooler areas
(blues) and warmer and drier areas (purples) are
readily detected. These features are related to
areas of both synoptic and mesoscale advection and
vertical motion. When viewed in time lapse, they
exhibit excellent spacial and temporal continuity.
Strong baroclinic regions such as jet streams and
vorticlty & zi & can often be •Sally Identified In
cloud free region• by the sharp moisture gradient
detected In the 6.7 m Image (Anderson, at al,
1961) .
Are there clues in the 6.7 m data concerning
sstorms ability to produce severe weather?
figure 33 is a b.7 n water vapor Image for the
storm system of 28 his 1964 previously
addressed. Notice the dark region to the south of
the storm system - the midlevel air in that
region Is very dry.
	 As was shown previously,
storm relative floc for this case is from the SSE
at aid-levels. Ihis points to the liselih000 of
significant aid-level dry Intrusion into the stot-
system. Such an Intrusion of dry air could help
fuel the storm's downdraft (outflow) and Increase
the possibility of that storm producing tornado
activity - a sort of forced dyuamic/thermodynamic
Instability. It is Interesting to note that the
characteristic "V' notch at the thunderstorm top
is detectible In the 6.7 a Image.
1U.2. Thermal channel Imagery
The seven VAS thermal channels detect energy
proportional to the mean temperature of a layer In
the atmosphere If no clouds are present (refer to
Table 2). Depending on cloud type, information
for certain of the channels &y be contaminated
(Smith, at al, 19bl). Do these channels contain
Information concerning atmospheric structure?
That the answer Is "yes" smy be verified by
examining Figures 34c-f.
	 The area covered by
those channels Is shown in Figure 34a, from the
3.9 n channel. Figures 34c-f are from channels
which receive their energy from progressively
higher levels in the atmosphere. In those images,
mean layer temperature get progressively colder as
one goes from yellow to red to blue. Notice the
cloud contamination In all but the hifheac
(stratospheric) channel, and the reflection of
surface thermal characteristics (from Figure 34a)
In the Information in channel 5 (95U mb), figure
34c. The oche: three channels represent the mean
temperature in the troposphere (34d), centered
near the tropopause (34e), and In the stratosphere
(34f). Note the reversal in the temperature
gradient shown In the VAS imagery as one moves
from the troposphere to the stratosphere.
eu ra IS Currently unnerVay vn IC11 COm Dinee
various channels of VAS data in image tor& t to
try and detect the development Mesuscalt structure
in the atmosphere. in tnat work features such a ►
vorticlty maxima, let Streaks, thunderstorm
complexes, etc. are studied in time lapse in a
'system" relative mode similar to that d:scussed
previously. kesults look very promising for
detecting developing beroclinic regions as well as
Isolating mesoscale region& of stronger vertical
forcing. Such Information will certainly aid in
helping to solve a variety of mesoscale forecast
problems.
1U.3. Retrievals from VAS
Initial	 research	 with	 GOI.S-VAS	 data
concentrated on deriving vertical profiles of
temperature and Moisture	 based	 on	 observed
tealances.	 Details of the retrieval algorithms
are given by Smith (198j). 	 Since that initial
research, significant results have Dean achieved
In deriving objective mesoscale convective
IOrSc&st parameters from VAS retrieval information
(Smith, at al, 1964). VAS derived products that
are being provided in real-time to the national
Severe Storm Forecast Centtr in Kansas t:ity
Include; 1) upper and lower level wind Analyses
derived from VAS thermal field gradient winas and
cloud drift winds; 2) analyses of lifted index;
3) 65u mb and 5uu mb temperature fields; 4) total
precipit&1 water; 5) a thermodynamic stability
index similar to a total totals Index; and b) a
Statistical probability estimate of severe weather
presented at OU ka resolution, products 4 and 5
are presented at the full 7 xm GVES/VAS reeulutlon
as image products.
While combined products from VAS are shoving
applicability for helping to diagnose the
convective Storm environment questions still must
be answered concerning the utility of Individual
VAS soundings for such analyses. Figure 35 is a
t.ut.S image over the central USA in June of 1964:
the numbers within the image give the location of
selected VAS soundings for the tine period dust
ptfor to the time of the Image. Notice that
sounding 23 is representative of an airmabb
nudifled by thunderstorm outflow (it is within the
cold dome) while sounding 32 is in air that has
not experienced thunderstorm activity. 	 VAS
Soundings at those two locations are presented In
figure 3b. Notice that although the VAS
Information Is presented for rather thick layers,
the general characteristics one should expect are
evident - that is a cooler and more stable low
level sirmass at location 23 versus that at
location 32. VAS sounding 63 Ss within the cooler
air behind a slow moving cold front that is
pushing westward across Kansas while VAS
sounding 59 Is in the More unstable air to its
west. These Soundings are presented in figure 37:
again the results appear as one should expect.
Soundings similar to those presented here may be
taken by VAS at hourly Intervals over cloua free
areas
	
of interest.	 Those Soundings contain
Information on the atausphere's thermal and
moisture characteristics at a spatial &nd temporal
resolution never before available. The question
that currently lies before us is "how do we best
utilize this information?
Clouds have historically been viewed ab a
source of contamination to satellite sounding
data.	 However, work Is now underway to try and
add information in the cloudy regions. 	 In one
(Df
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approach Information on trio atmospheru's thermal
and moisture structure 1s being fine tuned
according to the cloud type and structure revealed
In l.uLb visible and Infrared imagery. 	 In a
similar approach (smith, at al, 1964) cloud drift
Minas from the cloud contamlnated regions ` are
being blerd ed with the thetmal Information from
VAb to improve regional scale analyses.
Fig. 36. VAS nounaings at locations 23 (Tand Td
sulld lines) and 31 (2 and T d dashed line:) In
Fla. 35.
I
Fig.	 35.	 GUES-West	 1 " visible Image,
21 June 1904 at 2315 GMT.	 Numbers	 indicate
locations of VAS soundings.
11. CONCLUSIONS
The Iniormatlon presented in this chapter has
shorn how certain characteristics of the
ataosphere can be deduced from GGLS -VAS sounding
and Image data. The geo:tationary satellite ties
the unique ability to frequently observe the
atmosphere (sounders) and Its cloud cover (visible
and in!rared) from the synoptic scale down to the
cloud scale. This ability to provide frequent,
uniformly calibrated data sets over a broad range
of meteorological scales places the geostatlonary
satellite at the very heart of the understanding
of mesoscale weather development. 	 By combinla&
satellite data with conventional data, many of the
features Important in mesoacale weather
development and evolution may be better analyzed
and understood.
It is through this Improved analysis and
understanding that mesoacale forecasting will
become a reality.
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